
HOW TO WRITE ACTION CLASS IN STRUTS 2 JSON

action name="someJsonAction" class="carriagehouseautoresto.coming. This piece of xml tells Struts2 that this exact
property should be considered as a root for JSON serialization. So only the Thanks to the JSON Plugin the content type
will be correct.

Ok, what that means in basic terms is that in the response that is sent back to the client, the response is the
Javascript object that represents the Action class, and the attributes of the javascipt object are actually named
after the public getter methods of the action. It took a decent amount of time to figure out how to set up struts
2 with JSON. As usual, keep it in the lib folder of your application. So, lets jump towards the server code for
once. Then i populated a dummy list with the names of a few countries. The struts action that we will write
will just be used to say Hi to the user. Specify the result type of your action class to be 'json' Thats pretty much
all you need to do to get things going from the struts configuration perspective. We will see a code snippet
shortly. You need to pass the url, a javascript object representing the form parameters, and a function that will
be invoked upon the return of the invocation. My objective is to fetch the greetig, the list and the map on the
action from the javascript code. If the value of any getter method returns a null, the value of the javascript
attribute will be null and vice versa. We will see a code snippet shortly. The json-default package contains an
interceptor and the result type configuration for JSON requests and responses. Also note that for all my
instance variables, I have created getter methods so that their values can be retrieved. TIP : json-default
package extends struts-default. Kudos to all of you! Map; import com. Then the action need to be configured
to return a json object in the struts configuration file. List; import java. Logo and website design donated by
SoftwareMill. Also note that for all my instance variables, I have created getter methods so that their values
can be retrieved. This is just an ordinary form that contains nothing but a text field for the user to enter a
name. Ok, what that means in basic terms is that in the response that is sent back to the client, the response is
the Javascript object that represents the Action class, and the attributes of the javascipt object are actually
named after the public getter methods of the action. Last but not the least, many thanks to the programmers to
write such a easy to use plugin. Once in the execute method, you can simply set the values of these instance
variables. All Rights Reserved. Happy Programming :. And all the variables that have a getter method can be
retrieved in the client javascript code. Specify the result type of your action class to be 'json' Thats pretty much
all you need to do to get things going from the struts configuration perspective. Lets see what needs to be done
for setting up our action for JSON. So, i thought that i'd better make a note of the stuff i learned and just
restate the rules, few as they are, so that me or someone else can cross verify them when writing code.
HashMap; import java. If you want to use an existing package, you can simply use a comma separated value
for the package names as the value of the extends parameter of the package tag. So, I thought that I'd better
make a note of the stuff I learned and just restate the rules, few as they are, so that me or someone else can
cross verify them when writing code. The point to be noted here is that all the variables that have a setter can
be set to the values as received by the form parameters. TIP : json-default package extends struts-default. In
the struts configuration file, the following lines would be sufficient to configure the JSON action. Keep the
json plugin jar in your lib directory. We will see a code snippet shortly. Lets see what needs to be done for
setting up our action for JSON. JSONException; import org. Creating the action class is as simple as it has
ever been. Enter Your Name The form id is introForm.


